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wav file format makes it easy to play audio tracks from any application or hard drive. Tune, mix, scratch, and master with
TRAKTOR DJ 2 today. +++ More features +++ * SCRATCH CONTROL ON BOARD - Scratch tracks with TRAKTOR's

intuitive real-time sampler. Simply choose a sample from TRAKTOR's library, choose a channel, and create your own original
tracks. * THE RAW SOUND OF TRACK LIBRARIES - All TRAKTOR DJ 2's tracks are loaded directly from TRAKTOR's
song .wav files, and stored in the local hard drive. TRAKTOR DJ 2 accesses these tracks directly, without the need for third-
party plugins or separate downloaders. * IN-APP TRACK COLLECTION - Featuring over 3,000 royalty-free, high quality

song samples - including loops, instrumentals, leads, drop shots, and more. * ALBUMS - Hundreds of fully remastered dance
music albums with TRAKTOR's unique multi-mixing engine. * FADER AUDIO - Dozens of modern indie dance albums with

TRAKTOR's unique multi-mixing engine. * LIVE TRACKS - All TRAKTOR DJ 2's music sources are connected to a
TRAKTOR-enabled turntable. This enables DJs to scratch tracks from external audio sources like a CD, MP3 player, or a

streaming radio. * TRAKTOR-WAV - A new, cross-platform audio format that preserves all the original features of
TRAKTOR's song .wav files. * LEAD SYNCHRONIZER - A built-in mixing tool that automatically syncs multiple tracks

together, allowing DJs to build tight, live, mixes. * MIX STUDIO - A full-featured mixer tool that lets you adjust levels, EQ,
automate, cross-fade, sample and loop, and more. Mix and master your tracks with a single click. * INTRODUCTORY

PACKAGE - TRAKTOR DJ 2 comes with the fully featured and upgraded TRAKTOR DJ Lite package. SUPPORT
FEEDBACK: * EMAIL (eng, español) * DIRECT MESSAGE (only 1 message per email) (eng, español) * FACEBOOK (eng,

español)
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Traktor. Digital DJing Machines. Production & Representation . 6 iconic devices in 2 strictly limited new colorways.
TRAKTOR PRO 3 AND LINK. Download drivers for Traktor DJ consoles. Traktor Pro 3 is the professional and only DJ

system that delivers incredible sound quality. Traktor DJ controller drivers. Drivers for Traktor DJ consoles, free download on
the site. Download Driver Canon Mp 310 Series. Dj Controller Traktor Kontrol S4 Mk2 Driver. Driver for dj console Tra. Tor

3. Pro. Tra company. Tor has released an update for its popular Tra controller. Tor. fffad4f19a
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